Similar to Step One, you need to print two copies of this page. One with the full instructions to
read and the second to place on you or the persons chest, face down, so the body can absorb the
information. See the demo healing video in section H. Doreen Virtue’s book, “Archangels and
Ascended Masters” lists Angels for every ailment if there is something specific you want to focus
on. If you booked a follow up consultation with me, I can provide you with specific details like this
and much more.
Modify the page as required. Beginners need not worry about the complexity. When you document
your instructions and intentions in advance, the Angels use the Akashic Records to check for
scheduled events requiring their attendance. They come, it simply works and the energy flows!
The first part of this page you update with your information and delete his/her/my accordingly.
The second part is the important section where you document exactly what you need to fix. Be
accurate and specific. Spirit knows your intentions. Do not try to fix too many problems in the
same one session, especially if the problems are serious. Go back in again if need be another day
to complete. You can also use this page to command the Universe deliver your wish and desire for
health, happiness and abundance into your life. List your realistic goals. Make cards instructing
your wish desire and command as shown in my Power of Words article, to keep on your person by
day and under your pillow by night. Begin to visualize the damage being repaired. Take your time,
just like a surgeon performing medical surgery. You can download medical diagrams of the body
you need to repair. These pictures are very effective increasing your powers of visualization and
intention.
Use your third eye on the patient or yourself as a laser of light and sound waves to freeze, burn,
cauterize or massage active cells back to normal health and happiness. If working on yourself
visualize the Angels repairing you. You will likely feel a warm sensation in the area of your body
whilst this is taking place. This work will manifest over the coming days. Reprogram your mind set
and let the energy run.
Stem cells: With damaged organs, muscles, bone or tissue, you can energetically take Healthy
Stem Cells from the inner naval and inject into the damaged areas for additional healing. You can
also take cells from the testis in men and the ovaries in women. Bone marrow is another good
place to draw stem cells if not contaminated by prolonged unhealthy or negative lifestyle.
Depending upon the severity of your problems, you might want to do the stem cell healing a few
days after initial repair work as a powerful follow up to speed up recovery. If you do not have
healing experience, I can answer questions like this within our consultation. If you did not purchase
the program with the consultation, contact me if you need to my help.
These videos help explain the medical world of Stem Cells to improve your technique.
What Can Stem Cells Do? 3 mins. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K7D6iA7bZG0
Stem Cell Transplants Can Heal Damaged Knees. 3 mins.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqoOOs-gFgo&list=WL&index=168&t=0s
The Latest in Stem Cell Medicine | Mark Noble. TEDxRochester. 18 mins.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gm5NhtdAA9w
Always complete the session with;
It is done. It is done. It is done. Thank you with love and gratitude.

Here is an example page you can use and modify for Stem Cell Healing only.

ENERGETIC STEM CELL HEALING
I command assistance from the Highest Spiritual Plane, to all who have been called to help with
this healing as previously recorded in the Akashic Records. Remain close by to help with this
Energetic Stem Cell Healing. Or list all who you call in for this healing as per previous page.
I command we draw into my Divine Syringe, healthy blueprint stem cells as designed by our
Creator of all that is from the inner naval/testis/ovaries of (Client). When full, these stem cells
are to wait and receive instructions for modification before injection into (Client’s) body.
I command the Blueprint Stem Cells in the Divine Syringe modify into Pluripotent Stem Cells
for repairing /rejuvenating/regenerating the damaged organs/muscles/bone/tissue back to perfect
optimal function as originally intended.
It is commanded: Modify Now.
(Pause and sense when modification is complete)
Modification is complete.
I command we use my Divine Syringe with a needle to inject the modified stem cells into the
damaged organs/muscles/bone/tissue. Several small injections from the one syringe can be made
in the general area needing repair if necessary. The stem cells will stop flowing from the syringe
only when application is complete.
It is commanded: Apply the modified stem cells now.
(Pause and sense when application is complete)
Application is complete. Disconnect my Divine Syringe.
It is commanded: The applied modified stem cells will continue to multiply at this site until full
healing is complete and multiply again as necessary, to continuously produce optimal function,
for as long as required within the guidelines of the Universe.
I thank all who contributed their assistance in this healing session for (Client).
It is done. It is done. It is done.
Thank you, with Love and Gratitude.

This is an example page I used to successfully remove multiple fibroid cysts from this girl who was
unable to pay for medical surgery. The doctors gave her medication to help with the inflammation and
pain but it had little effect. Today, she is now pain free and has no cysts.
Notice to the Akashic Records. Healing for Wendy… … .. born 23 March 1993, this Tuesday
29th August 2017 at… location… 4pm local time.
I will now work on the damage creating problems for Wendy with my surgical third eye. I call for
assistance with this healing. I call upon my Spirit Guide Acradayal, Mary Magadeline and Dianne
Bright. I call upon the Spirit Guides of Wendy and her Spiritual Surgeons. I call for assistance from any
Angels and Spirits who walk in our Creators clear light who want to help with this healing. I ask the
Dolphins and the Whales to bring their positive energy and spin nets of clear light around Wendy for
protection and comfort.
I call upon Aine, Archangel Raphael, Archangel Zadkiel, Damara, Jesus, Mother Mary, Saint John of
God and Saint Therese to guide me and operate this healing.
I call upon Krishna and Sulis to bless this healing.
I call upon Archangel Michael and Melchizedek to clear her chakras.
I call upon Archangel Raphael, Devi and Melchizedek to detoxify her body.
I call upon Apollo, Oonagh and Serapis Bey to give her body physical fitness and strength.
I call upon Budha to clear the way for balance within her body spirit and mind.
I call upon Abundantia, Coventia, Damara, Dana, Ganesh, Lakshmi and Sedna to provide abundant
health, happiness and prosperity.

Guide me now to use my third eye on Wendy as a laser to first freeze negative cells and then massage
all positive active cells with warm light and sound waves back to normal health and happiness.
Remove all fibroid cysts and any negative energy within her body to restore healthy normal function.
Transmit all negative energies and frozen remnants into the Octahedron for cleansing. Begin now.

I command you create a protective silver shield lined with gold on the inside that permanently hovers
around her. It can come as close as necessary or up to 100 meters away if needed. Let it move around,
above and below protecting her. It can travel faster than the speed of light to take up position and
reflect any energy of any kind that is not good for her wellbeing, health and happiness. This shield will
multiply if necessary to interlock and encapsulate her. I command you include protection from
chemtrails, electromagnetic radiation, electromagnetic frequencies (EMF) and high active auroral
research program frequencies. (HAARP) local and intergalactic.
I command you all stay here for as long as necessary until the healing is complete as permitted within
the guidelines of the Universe.
I command, cleanse every cell in her body and soul, in this life and future lives.

It is done. It is done. It is done. Thank you with love and gratitude.

Always print images to help with your visualization.

This is an example of steps one and two I used to repair heart and liver damage also by
transplanting healthy stem cells. The client was bedridden for three weeks before the healing.
The following day he was able to get up unattended, bathe, sit on the porch and enjoy his
breakfast. The healing manifests over days and sometimes weeks just like the recovery period
after medical operations.
Notice to the Akashic records: Healing for (client names) born on 31st October 1942 in San Andres
Island to take place at his house in San Andres on (date and time)
I call upon Angels who walk in the clear light of our creator, to build an Octahedron 100 meters high,
above and below us, at this location where the healing will take place.
I call upon more Angels to come and create a second Octahedron 200 meters high, above and below
the first octahedron, with an opening at the top.
I call upon more Angels to come and stand at the opening of the outer Octahedron.
I call upon Archangel Michael, Raphael, Gabrielle and Uriel to stand at the four outmost corners and I
call upon Ariel to stand in the middle bringing forth truth.
I ask that the inner octahedron will remain crystalline clear and the outer octahedron will remain gold
whilst all energy placed inside is completely cleansed, transmuted into love and returned to the
Universe.
I command that any negative energy from this life or past lives, surrounding or within the body of
(Client) be removed from his physical and spiritual body and be placed into the inner Octahedron for
preparation. Tell the negative energy there is a new place for it to go. A safe place our creator made
where it can live happily with other energies of the same kind.
It is commanded:
I command you remove negative energy created by chemtrails, electromagnetic radiation,
electromagnetic frequencies (EMF & Wi-Fi), high active auroral research program frequencies
(HAARP), vaccination, immunization, injections and medications and place in the Octahedron for
processing. I command, remove any negative energy from sexual transmission and consumption of
unhealthy food, water and air.
I command any negative energy residing in the heart, liver and any organs of (Client) leave this body
now and begin the bountiful journey to the new safe place waiting ahead.
Take this energy into the outer Octahedron now and begin cleansing. When it is cleansed, send it out
through the top of the Gold Octahedron back to our creator for guidance to a new safe location, with
love and gratitude.
It is done. It is done. It is done. Thank you with Love and Gratitude.
I command the Octahedron remain in place for steps 2 and 3 of this healing.

I will now work on the damage creating problems for (Client) with my surgical third eye. I call for
assistance with this healing. I call upon my Spirit Guide Acradayal and Mary Magdalene. I call upon the
Spirit Guides of (Client) and his Spiritual Surgeons. I call for assistance from any Angels and Spirits
who walk in our Creators clear light who want to help with this healing. I ask the Dolphins and the
Whales to bring their positive energy and spin nets of clear light around Jose for protection and comfort.
I call upon Aine, Archangel Raphael, Archangel Zadkiel, Damara, Jesus, Mother Mary, Saint John of
God and Saint Therese to guide me and operate this healing.
I call upon Krishna and Sulis to bless this healing.
I call upon Archangel Michael and Melchizedek to clear his chakras.
I call upon Archangel Raphael, Devi and Melchizedek to detoxify his body.
I call upon Apollo, Oonagh and Serapis Bey to give his body physical fitness and strength.
I call upon Budha to clear the way for balance within his body spirit and mind.
I call upon Abundantia, Coventia, Damara, Dana, Ganesh, Lakshmi and Sedna to provide abundant
health, happiness and prosperity.
Cleanse every cell in his physical body, in this life and future lives.
I command you all stay here for as long as necessary until the healing is complete as permitted within
the guidelines of the Universe.
I will now use my third eye on the patient as a laser of light and sound waves to cauterize negative cells
and massage and activate good cells back to normal health and happiness.
It is commanded; Begin work on repairing the heart now.
It is commanded; Begin working on the liver now.
I command we take healthy master stem cells from (Client’s) testis and inner naval with my divine
syringe and modify these cells into pluripotent stem cells. Take master stem cells from his inner naval,
stimulate and activate these cells to maximum function and implant these cells to his liver now. Pause
and sense when implant is complete. Take master stem cells from his left and right testis with two new
divine syringes, stimulate and activate these cells into pluripotent stem cells to maximum function and
implant these cells to the left and right damaged areas of his heart with each respective syringe.
It is commanded: Apply the modified stem cells now. Pause and sense the implant is complete.
It is commanded: Restore these organs and all parts of his body back to normal healthy function.
I command you create a protective silver shield lined with gold on the inside that permanently hovers
around (Client). It can come as close as necessary or up to 100 meters away if required. Let it move
around, above and below protecting him. It can travel faster than the speed of light to take up position
and reflect any energy of any kind that is not good for his wellbeing, health and happiness. This shield
can and will multiply if necessary to interlock and encapsulate him for complete total protection if
required. I command you include protection from chemtrails, EMF & Wi-Fi. All types of radiation and
high active auroral research program frequencies, local and intergalactic.
It is done. It is done. It is done. Thank you with love and gratitude.

With this healing above, for the heart and liver, I sensed good results towards the heart but felt working on the
liver in the same session was maybe too much and the liver did not get so much attention. Hence, do not take on
too many serious problems in the first session. You can always go back in again another day and work on other
areas.
If working on serious cancer problems, you might do well to clear the cancer in the first session and go back in a
few days later with stem cell healing to aid recovery.

This is an example page printed the day before a breast reduction surgery was due to
take place. The client read the page just before going in for the surgery. The surgery
went without complications and the doctors were exceptionally impressed with the
patient’s speedy recovery.
Notice to the Akashic records. Healing for (full names and birthday) to take place on
(date, time and location). It is commanded; guide the surgeons to perform my successful
double breast reduction surgery.
I call for assistance with this healing and for protection during my surgery (date, time and
location). I call upon my Spirit Guides. I call upon my Spiritual Surgeons. I call for assistance from
any Angels and Spirits who walk in our Creators clear light who want to help with this surgery. I
ask the Dolphins and the Whales to bring their positive energy and spin nets of clear light around
me for protection and comfort during my surgery.
I call upon Aine, Archangel Raphael, Archangel Zadkiel, Damara, Jesus, Mother Mary, Saint John of
God and Saint Therese to guide my surgeons, Dr.(names) with my surgery.
I call upon Krishna and Sulis to bless this surgery.
I call upon Archangel Michael and Melchizedek to clear my chakras during and after surgery.
I call upon Archangel Raphael, Devi and Melchizedek to detoxify my body during and after the
surgery.
I call upon Apollo, Oonagh and Serapis Bey to give my body physical fitness and strength through
this surgery and for recovery.
I call upon Budha to restore balance to my body spirit and mind after surgery.
I call upon Abundantia, Coventia, Damara, Dana, Ganesh, Lakshmi and Sedna to provide abundant
health, happiness and prosperity for speedy recovery.

It is commanded; guide my surgeons during this surgery to a successful conclusion. Help
Dr.(name) with the double breast reduction surgery to reduce the size of my breasts and restore
normal health and function. Help my physical body to heal quickly after the surgery, returning me
to normal activities.

It is done. It is done. It is done. Thank you with Love and Gratitude.

